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QUESTION 1

A global pharmaceutical company wants to roll-out online shopping for customers in multiple countries and needs a
quick return on investment (ROI). The company is considering how to market products from prenatal vitamins to drug
therapies that improve neonatal outcomes. 

Each country has its own regulations around marketing and online sales. Some countries may not allow marketing to
Individuals, but will allow marketing to healthcare providers and have different regulations for various channels and
touchpoints. In some countries, they are allowed to use curated social content tor product ratings and discussions. In
addition, branding Is uniquely defined In each country so the company would like to combine ecommerce with existing
content management systems. 

What strategy should a Solution Architect recommend to solve these needs? 

A. B2C Commerce, Marketing Cloud, and Experience Builder with multi-Currency and translation workbench. 

B. Headless BZC Commerce. LINK cartridges. SFRA-style development with Heroku and MuleSoft. 

C. Multi-org approach with Partner and Customer Communities, B2C Commerce, Heroku, and Mulesoft for SFKA-style
development. 

D. Multi-org approach with Service Cloud, LINK cartridges and translation workbench, and Partner and Customer
Communities. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

During discovery conversations an organization notes that they want to create a custom survey around their
customer\\'s preferences to help improve product recommendations, marketing journeys, and customer service upsell
opportunities. They want to house the survey responses in their Salesforce ecosystem so they can run reports. They
plan on having two teams manage the survey and change questions twice a year. 

Which three questions should a Solution Architect ask to ensure they understand the requirements well enough to
design an appropriate multi-cloud solution? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Will the teams need the ability to change designs? 

B. Does the team need front-end development capabilities? 

C. How many survey responses would you anticipate in a peak 24-hour period? 

D. Will you ever have more than nine possible answers for a survey question? 

E. How often do you update surveys? 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3
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A Solution Architect is working on a project that will use Service Cloud and Marketing Cloud. The company is concerned
about its service agents\\' productivity, since they will sometimes also require access to Marketing Cloud. The company
wants the Solution Architect to implement a solution that lets agents authenticate and access all systems with the least
possible clicks. The company wants agents to confirm their identity using multi- factor authentication (MFA) upon
logging in to either system. 

Which three activities does the Solution Architect need to complete in order to meet the company\\'s requirements? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Enable SSO on both Service Cloud and Marketing Cloud. 

B. Define which system is acting as an identity provider (IDP). 

C. Configure Marketing Cloud Connect, 

D. Enable Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) and Salesforce Event Monitoring on the identity provider (IDP). 

E. Enable MFA on the identity provider (IDP). 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 4

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants to use Salesforce as a front end for creating accounts using the leadto-opportunity
process. When an opportunity is closed or won, an order must be created in the ERP, which manages orders. The
organization has an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) that supports the CometD protocol. 

Which two integration approaches or steps should a Solution Architect recommend for this scenario? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Define a new platform event in Salesforce and then create a Process Builder process to publish a platform event
when the opportunity status changes to Closed-Won. 

B. Enable ESB to publish to the platform event using the CometD protocol and notify the back-end ERP system to
create the order synchronously. 

C. Define a new platform event in the back-end system for the order details and then create a Process Builder process
to initiate the platform event when the opportunity status changes to Closed-Won. 

D. Enable ESB to subscribe to the platform event using the CometD protocol and notify the back-end ERP system to
create the order asynchronously. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

A service organization has a long lifecycle for customers that start as a lead and move through opportunity to active and
former customer states. The organization wants to use Sales Cloud and Marketing Cloud as their core customer
engagement platforms. 

Which two considerations should a Solution Architect keep in mind when setting up this multi-cloud use case? 
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Choose 2 answers 

A. Set up the contact object with a specific record type \\'Lead\\' that mimics the standard lead object to prevent the
duplicate contact from being created in Marketing Cloud. 

B. Allow both the lead record to generate a contact in Marketing Cloud and the contact record to generate a contact in
Marketing Cloud. 

C. Enable the \\'Prevent Duplicates for Lead Conversion\\' setting when configuring Marketing Cloud Connect to prevent
converted contacts from generating a duplicate contact. 

D. Ensure that when a lead is converted to a contact that the Lead ID is mapped to a custom field on the Contact to be
used as the referenced with the Subscriber ID in Marketing Cloud and avoid duplicate records. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

A company uses Salesforce to store accounts and contacts. All users have switched to the Lightning Experience user
interface. The Account Hierarchy feature is used extensively to relate companies to their subsidiaries. A Solution
Architect finds that the data migration process is creating duplicate contacts with different primary accounts. 

Which two options can the Solution Architect use to ensure that there is only a single contact for a particular person
across all the subsidiaries of a company? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Customer 360 Data Manager 

B. Third-party application or AppExchange tool 

C. Duplicate Matching Rules 

D. Lightning Data Services 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants to use Marketing Cloud to implement an Abandoned Cart Solution Workflow so
that personalized messages are sent to shoppers who add items to their cart but abandon the B2C Commerce
storefront. 

Which two options should a Solution Architect recommended to meet this requirement? Choose 2 answers 

A. Configure streaming updates for catalog importing, implement the Collect Tracking Code, and leverage Journey
Builder to trigger an abandoned cart message. 

B. Configure B2C Commerce catalog, product, order, and customer data feeds; implement Marketing Cloud collect.js
and trigger an abandoned cart message through Journey Builder. 

C. Configure streaming updates for catalog importing, implement Google Analytics tracking, and leverage Journey
Builder to trigger an abandoned cart message. 
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D. Configure B2C Commerce catalog, product, inventory, and customer data feeds; implement Marketing Cloud
collect.js and trigger an abandoned cart message through Journey Builder. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 8

A company wants to Implement B2C Commerce and Service Cloud and connect the systems with their existing Instance
of Marketing Cloud. 

Which two tactics should a Solution Architect recommend to model a customer across all three systems? Choose 2
answers 

A. Migrate the Subscriber Key in Marketing Cloud to be the Service Cloud Contact or Person Account ID. 

B. Use Customer 360 Data Manager to assign the Global Party ID and use it as a primary key across all systems
including the new Subscriber ID in Marketing Cloud. 

C. Using Service Cloud as a central point hold unique identifiers from all systems including the Service Cloud Contact or
Person Account ID and B2C Commerce CustomerNo and Customer ID 

D. Send the Marketing Cloud Subscriber Key to Service Cloud and B2C Commerce to be held for reference. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants to upgrade its customer service by providing the opportunity for customers to
engage using social messaging channels such as Facebook, WhatsApp, and SMS to resolve issues and ask questions.
They already use Marketing Cloud Mobile Connect and Social Studio. Alongside these, the Solution Architect also
recommends implementing Digita I Engagement features in Service Cloud. 

Which two reasons should a Solution Architect use to justify those recommendations? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Mobile Connect lacks integration with the service agent console without Digital Engagement 

B. Mobile Connect only supports outbound messaging in selected countries 

C. Social Studio does not support 1:1 messaging on the apps listed in the scenario 

D. Social Studio is limited to listening to social channel and not responding 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

A university has several small departmental organizations scattered across different colleges. Each of which has its own
finances, business processes, and strategies that are sometimes at odds. They would like to introduce a university-wide
communications strategy that allows their recruitment team to market to potential students globally while allowing each
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department to recruit existing students for its own programs. 

What should a Solution Architect recommend to meet their needs? 

A. Marketing Cloud with multiple business units, Marketing Cloud Connect, and multiple existing Salesforce orgs 

B. Marketing Cloud with multiple business units and a single Salesforce org with Divisions for consolidating existing
departmental orgs 

C. Marketing Cloud with Enterprise Communication Strategy, Marketing Cloud Connect, and multiple existing Salesforce
orgs 

D. Marketing Cloud with Enterprise Communication Strategy and a single Salesforce org with Connected Campus for
consolidating existing departmental orgs 

Correct Answer: D 
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